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AIRWAVES DUB 
 

GREEN FUTURES FESTIVAL RADIO 
Thurs - 9-late – Cornerstone feat. DJ Baps 

www.greenfuturesfestivals.org.uk/  www.kingstongreenradio.org.uk 

 

DESTINY RADIO 105.1FM 
www.destinyradio.uk 

First Wednesday of each month – 8-10pm 

RIDDIM SHOW feat. Leo B aka Multifari. Dubwise expansions 

 
Weekly 

Sat – 10-1am – Cornerstone feat. DJ Baps & Nico D 

Sun – 4-6pm – Sir Sambo Sound feat. King Lloyd, DJ Elvis and Jeni Dami 

Sun – 10pm-late – Desta*Nation feat. Ras Hugo, Jah Sticks + regular guest 

Dan-I - Strictly roots reggae and dubwise 

Wed – 10-midnight – Sir Sambo Sound 
 

 

NATURAL VIBEZ RADIO.com 
          Daddy Mark sessions 

              Mon – 10-midnight 

Sun – 9-midday - Strictly roots 
 

 

LOVERS ROCK RADIO.com 
Mon - 10-midnight – Angela Grant aka Empress Vibez  

Roots Reggae as well as lovers 

 

FREE PARTY RADIO.com 
Tue - 7-9pm – One Drop Show with D90 – reggae, dancehall, jungle 

  

http://www.greenfuturesfestivals.org.uk/%20%20www.kingstongreenradio.org.uk
http://www.destinyradio.uk/
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Editorial Dub 
Dear Reader, 

In Issue 19 of The Dub, we celebrate the life of Fats Domino with a piece by Pete Clack; and we also 

celebrate the birth month of Lutan Fyah, Mutabaruka, Judy Mowatt and the living legend that is 

Toots Hibbert.  There is a live review of Iration Steppas, Cornerstonemusik’s regular section and the 

first part of a feature about Dub Poetry, focusing on artists from the classic era of the genre during 

the 1980s.   

Thank you to Hugo Makepeace for his wonderful cover photo of Toots playing a free acoustic gig in 

Oxford a few years ago before a Skylarkin show.  Not too long after this, Toots was hit on the head 

by a bottle at a festival while on tour and stopped performing for several years.  I was very relieved 

to see that he has been touring again this summer; salute to the great gospel shouter himself! 

I want to say a huge thank you to everyone who has recently sent music for review or play on the 

radio or sound system, you are the lifeblood of everything we do – we salute you. 

I would like to welcome a new contributor – Steve Mosco, who ran Jah Warrior Sound System in 

London during the 1980s and 1990s and has produced many stunning reggae and dub records over 

the years under the name Jah Warrior.  He also used to run the online reggaemusicstore, which 

some of you may have visited.  For some years he has been sharing his anecdotes of UK sound 

system history, certain tunes that carried the swing at certain times, the characters that frequented 

the dances and the atmosphere of the highly charged 70s, 80s and 90s dances.  Here he expands on 

the music of Anthony Johnson, who recorded for Jah Warrior some years ago.   

Do please make contact with The Dub if you wish to reason about anything here or have something 

of your own to offer. 

Welcome to The Dub 

Editor – Dan-I        danidubdub@btinternet.com 

 

All material copyright ©.  All rights reserved.  This publication may not be reproduced or 

transmitted in any form, whole or in part, without the express permission of The Dub.   
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Birthday  blessings  Dub 
Carlton Barrett - Larry Marshall - Lutan Fyah - Toots Hibbert  

 Anthony Johnson - Mutabaruka - Judy Mowatt - Phyllis Dillon  

 Theophilus Beckford - Alvin Seeco Patterson - Tenor Saw  

David Madden - Clancy Eccles - Peter Hunningale   

Dandy Livingstone – Garth Dennis – Kiddus I 

 
The Queen of Rocksteady 

Phyllis Dillon, 27 Dec. 1944 – 15 Apr. 2004 
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Artists featured so far in Natty Mark’s 

IZIBONGO project on contemporary art 

from Africa and the Diaspora. 

1 John Muafangelo 
2 Wilson Ngoni 
3 Hailu Kifle 
4 Rhode Bath-Sheeba Makourabou 
5 Amakai Quaye 
6 John Ndambo 
7 Mahammed Fadul 
8 Birtukan Dejene 
9 Nelson Niyakire 

10 Leslie Lumeh 
11 Angu Walters 
12 Mbongeni Buthelezi 
13 Deng Majid Chol 

14 Nina Fabunmi 
15 Ibrahim Sesay 
16 David Kibuuka 
17 Charles Chambata 
18 Epaphrodite Binamungu 
19 Ermias Ekube 
20 Tsepiso Lesenyeho 
21 Augustin Kassi 
22 Haji Chilonga 
23 Papa Ibra Tall 
24 Shine Tani & Rahab Shine 
25 Mbongeni Fakudze 
26 Baba Wague Diakite 
27 Gibril Bangura 
28 Claudy Khan 
29 Fineza Teta 
30 Ben Enwonwu 
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JAH  MOVEMENTS 
Ras Digby meets Jah Lion Movement preview 

Ras Digby was the main selector with Sir Jessus Sound System, a foundation 70s and 80s 

London-based sound system.  He has a revival selection that is guaranteed to rock any 

dance and is making a rare visit to Reading on 23rd December to link up with Reading’s roots 

and dub defenders Jah Lion Movement.  Jah Lion Movement have been running dub dances 

in Reading for more than 25 years, and are following a long running residency at the Iguana 

with the new joint venture with High Grade that is Reading Dub Club.  The club’s philosophy 

is to bring high quality roots and dub in a different style every event, hence not running 

dances every month.  Sessions so far have included Jah Lion, High Grade, Field Frequency, 

Headsessions, Reverence and Reason sound system and have been reviewed in The Dub 

(Issues 11 & 18).  Ras Digby has played in Oxford with Addis Ababa, in Bristol with 

Downbeat Melody and travels to play many other sessions outside London.   

 

Ras Digby meets Jah Lion Movement at Reading Dub Club, R.I.S.C., Reading RG1 on 

Saturday 23rd December 
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 Judy Mowatt  
We featured a selection from one I-Three last month in Issue 18 of The Dub.  This month is 

the birth month of Judy Mowatt, who formed I-Three with Marcia Griffiths and Rita Marley.  

The trio sang with Bob Marley & The Wailers for many albums and world tours and each 

singer has had a successful career in their own right as well as singing vocals on albums by 

Peter Tosh, Pablo Moses, Jimmy Cliff, Big Youth, Freddie McGregor, Wailing Souls and U 

Roy.  Judy Mowatt’s album ‘Black Woman’, released in 1977, was the first to be recorded at 

Marley’s Tuff Gong Studio.   

 

Black Woman 
Black woman, ooh, black woman 

Light me up, troubled long 

You trod one of life's roughest roads 

You got the heaviest load 

 

To be someone, to belong 

Too near the mile and a half furlong 

Don't give up now 

Just pray for strength now 

For you I dedicate my song 

 

We are forsaken once in the plantation 

Lashes to our skin 

On auction blocks we were chained and sold 

Handled merchandise 

Highly abused and warmth we were refused 

And thrown in garbage bins 

But no need for that now 

Free us, stand on back now 
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And help me to sing my song 

 

When you're fighting stand up for the right thing 

And not that which is wrong 

I heard Rachel mourning for her children 

When Herod and Pharaoh took their little heads 

But like Mary and like Joseph 

Mother of Moses too 

Overcame its evil devices 

I dedicate my song for you 

 

Black woman, ooh, black woman 

I know you've struggled long 

I feel your afflictions 

To you I dedicate my song 

 

Judy Mowatt, b. December 23rd, 1952 
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FUNKY   KINGSTON 
Everybody, give it to me huh 
Hey Hey Hey 
I want you to believe every word I say 
I want you to believe every thing I do 
I said music is what I've got to give 
and I've got to find some way to make it 
Music is what I've got baby 
I want you to come on and shake it 
shake it shake it baby 
oh yeah hey 
na na na... 
oh yeah..na na na 

Funky (x3) 
Funky Kingston, is what I've got for you 
oh yeah 
Funky Kingston, yeah is what I've got for you 
Funky Kingston 
oh yeah 

Lemme hear your funky guitar 
yo reggae 
hear the piano, stick it to me 

watch me now 
you watch me now 
Playing from east to west yeah 
I just play from north to south, yeah 
I love black America 
people keep on asking me for 
Funky Kingston 
But I ain't got none 
somebody take it away from me 

Toots Hibbert, b. 8/12/42 
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Pressure Drop! 
An Appreciation of Toots Hibbert 

-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Dear respected reader of The Dub, the month of December will see the birthday of a living 
reggae legend, for on the 8th of this month Frederick Nathaniel "Toots" Hibbert will 
celebrate his 74th year. 
 
For me, "Toots" is one of the most important figures in music ever and has been 
responsible for some truly incredible music over the years with his group The Maytals. 
 
I first heard this glorious music as a teenager when the classic tracks "Monkey Man","54-46 
Was My Number" and "Pressure Drop" were played on my local radio station (I'd also been 
aware of the Maytals from The Clash covering "Pressure Drop" previously). 
 
I subsequently sought out more of his wonderful music, with the "Fine and Dandy", "In The 
Dark" and "Funky Kingston" albums really standing out for me, with Toots’ rich powerful 
vocals and poignant lyrics set to wonderful music. 
 
To this day Toots continues to perform live spreading his message and sharing his 
wonderful music with audiences old and new the world over. 
 
I salute this reggae legend!    Respect to Toots Hibbert! 
 

Richie Roots 
 

Toots Hibbert Top 10 

1. 54-46 Was My Number 
2. Pressure Drop 

3. In The Dark 
4. Time Tough 

5. Funky Kingston 
6. Monkey Man 

7. Sweet and Dandy 
8. Sit Right Down 
9. Do The Reggay 

10. Got To Be There 
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DUB  POETS  DUB 

The classic era of Dub Poetry – 1970s and 1980s 

Dub Poetry is very difficult to pin down and categorise.  The artists associated with it share 

an ability to drive rhythm with their voice alone, more than just singing or rapping.  They 

also share a freshness and directness of approach and a playfulness with words and rhythm 

which is welcome in reggae, where sometimes lyrics can be clichéd and occasionally 

predictable.  Many of them also share a political drive to agitate, educate and organise.   

Part One of this feature will focus on artists from the first great era of Dub Poetry, a 

celebration and an introduction for those who may not know much about them.  Part Two 

will follow next month and will feature some more current artists who are working in this 

field.   

Mutabaruka is one of the best known dub poets and one of those who established the 

form, taking the act of MCing on sound system or records to a deeper level of reasoning in 

the 1980s.  He is featured in depth elsewhere in this issue.  Mutabaruka was one of the first 

reggae artists I saw, at the Brixton Academy back in 1984.  He has an enormous stage 

presence and projects his constantly shifting intellect at all times.  He has had a long career 

of albums and tours and also hosts regular radio shows on Jamaica’s Irie FM (Cutting Edge 

and Stepping Razor), which address Jamaican and world current affairs.  He is sharp as a 

razor and can be funny as anything while he cuts.  His initial success came from a published 

collection ‘Outcry’, which became the foundation for his albums with Earl Chinna Smith’s 

Soul Syndicate.   

Michael Smith was one of dub poetry’s pioneers, tragically killed in August 1983.  Smith 

recorded a seminal album for Island Records with Dennis Bovell’s Dub Band (also the 

backing band for Linton Kwesi Johnson) called ‘Mi Cyaan Believe It’.  Not all of the album 

featured music, and some of the acapella pieces are the strongest, allowing Michael Smith 

full range to lead the rhythm with his drawling voice, rather than following someone else’s 

drum.  His voice was a deep and very expressive instrument, vividly expressed on poems 

like ‘Black And White’ and ‘Roots’.  He studied at the Jamaican School of Drama with Jean 

"Binta” Breeze and Oku Onuora.  Smith appeared on the BBC television series Ebony and 

the BBC also broadcast a documentary based on his association with Linton Kwesi Johnson.  

Smith died after being attacked with stones by unknown men following a political rally 

where he had heckled the JLP Minister of Education.  "Mi Cyaan Believe It" is most 

remembered for Smith’s heartfelt phrase:  

"Laaawwwd, mi cyaan believe it - mi she, mi cyaan believe it." 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jean_%22Binta%22_Breeze
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jean_%22Binta%22_Breeze
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Oku_Onuora
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/BBC
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Linton Kwesi Johnson may be the best known of the dub poets in Britain as his work, 

released on major labels, succeeded in reaching out to audiences far beyond the British 

Jamaican one, especially to students, punks and radicals.  LKJ possesses a hugely distinctive 

voice and a street credibility linked to his years as a political activist running magazines and 

protest campaigns with his colleague Darcus Howe.  He was an avowed Marxist during the 

politically charged 1970s and had strong words against Rastafari, saying that its focus on 

the Bible and mysticism distracted from the class struggle.  His poems resonate deeply 

within the British context, addressing the state of race relations in the UK in many ways, as 

well as reporting on incidents rarely reported in the mainstream media of the time, such as 

the New Cross fire in January 1981.  Teaming up early on in his musical career with Dennis 

Bovell of Matumbi, with whom he has continued to work ever since, LKJ launched a string 

of successful albums between 1979 and 1984, including ‘Forces Of Victory’, ‘Bass Culture’, 

‘Dread Beat An Blood’ and ‘Making History’.  Seeing him perform is always a visceral 

experience, and a show I witnessed in the early 90s which was a pure spoken word show 

was simply breathtaking.  L.K.J. was featured in The Dub Issue 15.   

Jean “Binta” Breeze is a female Jamaican poet and storyteller who has released music in 

conjunction with both Linton Kwesi Johnson and Mutabaruka.  Her songs were one of the 

highlights of Muta’s “Word Sound ‘Ave Power” dub poetry compilation.  She has released 

five albums, including “Tracks”, “Eena My Corner” and “Riddym Ravings” as well as 

numerous books.  She has also worked as a theatre director, actor, director and 

choreographer.  It was interesting to note that almost every photograph I could find of her 

showed her smiling.   

Oku Onuora has made a number of very influential albums since the 1980s and is very 

much still active today, working with modern dubbists including King Alpha and Jideh High.  

Like Mutabaruka, one of his first experiences of performing his poetry came with Cedric Im 

Brooks’ Light Of Saba band who played at the prison where he was serving a sentence for 

rebellious political activism and robbery.  By 1978, his poems were being published and his 

work performed on Jamaican radio, which prompted a campaign for his release, 

whereupon he took a new name Oku Nagba Ozala Onuora, which translates as “everlasting 

fire or light which burns oppression”.  His first single, ‘Reflections In Red’, released in 1979, 

was recorded with The Wailers and was the first ever dub poetry recording.   He is also an 

accomplished playwright.   

“Word Sound ‘Ave Power” is a crucial collection of dub poets’ work produced by 

Mutabaruka and Chinna Smith, backed by the Soul Syndicate and released in 1983 on 

Heartbeat Records.  The album included work by Muta, Jean “Binta” Breeze and relative 

unknowns Navvie Nabbie, Oliver Smith, Malachi Smith, Glenville Bryan and Tomlin Ellis with 

a dub album mixed by the legendary Scientist.   

Dan -I 
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Mutabaruka            Michael Smith    

   

Jean “Binta” Breeze     Oku Onuora 

        

Linton Kwesi Johnson 
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Mutabaruka 
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Every time I hear the sound, the soun, the sound, the sound, the sound, 

The sound that is not my name, 

Mr Brown, Mr White,  

That noh rite; Lord; 

And every time I hear the sound,  

every time I hear the sound, 

every time I hear the sound, 

every time I hear the sound, 

Every time I hear the sound, the sound, the sound, the sound, the sound 

 

Yu inna dance, a prance, 

Rockin’, heavy dubbin’, steady dancehall cork and the gun start bark; Lord 

And every time I hear the sound, 

every time I hear the sound, 

every time I hear the sound, 

every time I hear the sound, the sound, the sound, the sound 
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Dem say run, don’t walk, 

Shut your mouth, don’t talk, 

Dem said comb your head, nasty dread, 

Dem say drum and bass no hav no taste, 

Dem say disco beat sound more sweet 

 

every time I hear the sound, 

every time I hear the sound, 

every time I hear the sound  

every time I hear the sound, the sound, the sound, the sound 

Listen... 
 

 

 

 

1981: The riddim for ‘Everytime I ‘ear De Soun’ was built in Kingston under the 
guidance of Earl ‘Chinna’ Smith and voiced under the direction of Rasta elder 
Mortimo Planno, on Chinna's High Times label.  The timing was right for Mutabaruka 
to break internationally, after initially recording the first Dub Poetry single released 
in Jamaica. 
 
In contrast to the popular Deejay style of the era, Muta revisited poems from 
collections he had written (such as the volume ‘Outcry’ in 1973) to groundbreaking 
effect, helping to create and awaken a change.  On stage, he utilised theatre effects 
and timing to emphasise certain lyrics, to uplift a nation’s heart.  
 
Muta began to receive international acclaim having changed the dynamics from his 
literary stance.  “Nobody never hear nothing like dat before," Mutabaruka says. 
A partly self - produced album 'Check It' was released 2 years later, helping to “shape 
a different way", the difference between the presentations.  It just gelled! 

Sista Zioness 
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FROM THE ROOTS UP..... 
When Natty Mark asked me to write a monthly piece for The Dub, I said at the time I 

knew little about Roots  Reggae, other than I knew of Bob Marley, and seen some of 

the touring artists and bands over the years.  His reply was you must have heard Fats 

Domino, well that was it.  The Fat Man first came to my attention when I was young, 

my uncle owned a second hand car dealership, but the real joy was that he also had 

at the back of the lot a Café, and in there was a juke box with all the big hits of the 

day plus regular favourites, one of which was Fats Domino’s ‘Blueberry Hill’.  That is  

one record that’s stayed a favourite ever since.  He came out of New Orleans, played 

the honky tonk bars there, in a city full of great piano players, a place where ‘boogie’ 

piano playing was born. But more than that, it’s where the mighty Mississippi River 

and its Delta flows into the sea and the next stop on its southern flow are the first 

islands of the Caribbean, the islands where the music called roots reggae began. 

The key to the music was the rhythms laid down by the musicians where on top the 

vocals were given their place, songs of social justice, and when you come to New 

Orleans Hey ! what do you get, again that rhythm we call the boogie, through one 

sea , from island to mainland the rhythm’s flowed.  Now I see how these styles of 

music integrated more than we think, the streets of Orleans thrilled to these 

rhythms, the bands played from funerals with songs such as ‘Oh Didn’t He Ramble’ 

through to the now world famous Mardi Gras, which packs the city with tourists 

every year. 

Fats Domino took those sounds in and made fame and fortune for many other 

musicians and record producers along the way.  From the young man who played the 

clubs and bars, to mowing the lawns of the rich for $1.50 a day, to filling the biggest 

theatres all over the world.  It’s said a couple of piano notes, or a couple of words 

and you knew it was Fats, he had that kind of that signature sound.  Integrated with 

that were the sounds of the Louisiana Bayou with its infectious rhythms - the state 

with the closest links by water to the homeland of roots reggae.  The best of the New 

Orleans records merged to a good extent the two styles just take a listen to folk like 

Dr. John, especially his more recent releases to see what I mean.  
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I wrote this though following the sad death of Fats Domino, who lived his life in the 

one city, and identified with it so much he had his name painted on his roof (so you 

couldn’t miss it!).  Even during the floods when the levees broke a few years ago, he 

stayed in the city; in fact, a number of local musicians recorded an album of his songs 

to provide money to help him rebuild in the city he’d always called home.  He was 

the most famous of the New Orleans artists, producing so many hits, yet he never 

forgot his roots and that piano sound is still as exciting as the day it was first heard.  

He wrote of ‘Walking to New Orleans’, but by the time the big white limos appeared 

he wasn’t walking anymore.  But like great artists from both his city and the islands 

that have given us reggae, the musical legacy remains as strong and full of life as 

ever. 

                                                       Pete Clack 
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Mark Iration at the control tower 

 

Akash Parekh in Dub 
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STEPPAS  DELIGHT 
Dub Politics: Sunday Sound System Session, 5th of November at the Bullingdon 

Mark Iration is a vigorous man.  Strangely ageless, full of energy, of sturdy physique and 

muscular hefty frame he is, in many ways a physical manifestation of the music he has been 

creating for at least a couple of decades now.  Iration Steppas - outta their own High Rise 

studios - is Leeds’ premier sound system and has blazed a trail around the UK - and the 

world - lighting up countless festivals, carnivals and assorted dances with their extreme 

brand of steppers dub rock.  This is the 3rd time we have seen/heard them in Oxford, but 

the first here with their own (albeit downsized) rig.  Operator Mark is joined by his protégé 

Akash and veteran selector Sammy Dread, but have opened the controls of their massive 

stack to locals Garvin Dan, Shaun Michael, myself and Manchester’s bassline warriors Dub 

Smugglers for this the first Sunday Sound System Session at the Bullingdon. 

After we help to set up the Sound, Garvin Dan plays a nice selection of new roots and old 

classics, warming up the system as the room begins to slowly fill up. Following him, Shaun 

Michael (who was a fellow band member when they were the Oxford based Positive Vibes 

Crew, along with Shumba Youth, who has since built up a solid reputation as a dependable 

and lively MC, as has Shaun) plays an upbeat set with big tunes, including some large 

breakbeat style dancehall. Then it’s me, Leo B.  During our set we had the honour of being 

joined by Mr Iration himself, as he dubs up a couple of B sides (Roots Inspiration and Roots 

Radics) with siren, vocals and sound effects. 

Then it is the rather wonderful Akash Parekh. He has been playing for years with the 

Steppas, and knows how to do it, gradually building up the roots and culture- nice and easy 

before the Dub Smugglers. DS’s Kev Original plays to a now fairly packed Bullingdon before 

Akash and Iration Steppas smash it with some massive dub rock steppers, old and new. 

Roots and dub, is something of a vinyl purist arena, but for a long time, Iration Steppas had 

pioneered the use of DAT machines in their live sets due to the ability to play cuts recorded 

that day, and opened the way for digital format selectors and widespread CD use.  Most of 

their releases have been one off collaborations (YT, Dubkasm, Adam Prescott, Ranking Joe 

etc), and single tracks/dubplates. AT the same time they have released at least 3 full 

albums: ‘Dubs from the Higher Regionz’ (Dubhead, 2004) ‘Improvisators Dub meets Iration 

Steppas’ (2008, Hammerbass) and ‘Tena Stelin Meets Iration Steppas in the Dub Arena’ (self 

release- 2013).  We have seen them perform many times over the years, and spoken to 

them on multiple occasions - and though unable to interview Mark this time, the following 

is a selection of the thoughts of an unrepentant Dub addict.  
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Leo B: What kind of music is this? 

Mark Iration: “Well, the 4/4 is steppers, the 2/2 is one drop - reggae’s either one or the 

other.  But we play a wide variety of styles - we can be in Glastonbury, or Oxford, or Sub 

Dub in Leeds or University of Dub, the Brixton Rec or France.  I play according to where the 

crowd is - but everyone gets a piece of what we’re about: steppers, one drop even lovers 

rock!  Roots rockers.  But I have a lot of influences - from Michael Jackson, James Brown, 

Luther Vandross, to house, acid, hip-hop and rap.  When I learnt to play keyboard in the 

late 80s and 90s, that music gave me the vibes to build the music that I’m doing now. “ 

LB: Do you play all the instruments in your recordings? 

MI: “We play music and produce - me and [creative partner Dennis] Rootical, we have other 

people that come in and help us out.  We’ve got High Rise studio - our own place in Leeds.  

Back in the ‘80s we couldn’t afford wood [for the sound system] so we used to get it from 

thrown away wardrobes and make speaker boxes.  We’d re-shape it because the back of 

the wardrobe was always too thin!” 

LB- You make dub, but what do you think of dubstep? 

MI: “I don’t like the name dubstep. Dub is dub - that music has a mystical vibe about it. 

From the time when it was first created in the first place- and it’s been going since the 70s. I 

remember in the early 90s when house music was going strong, they used to produce ‘dub’ 

mixes and that became a trendy name - ‘dub’ and I didn’t like that neither!  Now they have 

the name dubstep.  Dub is just raw, musically dubbed up on the mixing board.  Effects, like 
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echoes, reverbs, flangers, phasers, all that business.  Dubstep is not mixed like dub.  Dub is 

original from the 70s…” 

LB- is there a difference in playing Leeds and elsewhere? 

MI- “It’s always nice to play locally - you can move boxes and be home in an hour - [with] 

London and Oxford, we’re on the motorway for hours.” 

Mark assures me that he will make that journey and be back before too long. So if you 

missed it this time, give your ears a treat (but bring earplugs - the Dub says: safety first!) 

and feel the Bass - courtesy of these relentless digital rockers. Dubz in a year 3000 style! 

Words and pictures by Leo B, host of The Riddim Show 

 

         

Mark Iration                                                                   Leo B  
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BREADWINNERS DUB 
MLK & The Breadwinners – ‘The World Is In Trouble’ 

Breadwinners have been bubbling up on the scene for a few years now, developing their 

studio and sound.  This album release features singer MLK, originally from Sierra Leone, 

who has a refreshing lyrical style that is not full of the same clichéd ideas that can plague a 

lot of modern reggae.  The sound on this album is steeped in the echoes and phases of Lee 

Perry’s Black Ark with lead Breadwinner Al and his crew building a set of very convincing 

new riddims and one or two recuts of Upsetter tunes that suit MLK perfectly.  Breadwinners 

have released several albums and singles, including the excellent ‘Far As I Can See’ 12” on 

Horus Records and the LP ‘By The Sweat Of Your Brow’ on their own Breadwinners Records, 

which featured vocal contributions from Big Youth, City Culture and Cristiano Jahvoice.   

 

The album comprises 11 new vocal songs, with several dub cuts available on the download 

version.  Stand out tracks include ‘Makers Of Africa’, ‘The World Is In Trouble’ and ‘Take A 

Good Look’, all of which appear with reverb and phaser-heavy dubs.  The first of these 

reflects on the importance of a series of modern African leaders, all of whom played their 

part in the liberation of African states from colonial rule.  It has a stately riddim loaded with 

grace and echo.  The Breadwinners tunes really come into their own with their dub 

versions, but the combination with MLK reminds me of vocal groups that benefitted from 

the Perry Black Ark treatment back in the 70s, like The Meditations, The Jolly Brothers or 

Mystic Eyes (see Steve Mosco’s piece on Anthony Johnson in this issue).  Other powerful 

songs on the album include ‘Tight Space’ and ‘Vibes Skillometre’.   

https://thebreadwinners.bandcamp.com/ 
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RECOMMENDATIONS 
Thankful – Junior Morgan 

Lions – Flashy B/ Justice For All – Junior Morgan 

Mighty Counsellor – Yabby You 

Smile Power – Emeterians 

Jah Dey Yah – Asha B & Hytal Bosrah 

 

 

THE PROCESS: DUB WORLD 
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The Process are a rock band from Detroit, Michigan, a city with a long and outstanding part 

in the history of music – one of the homes of the Blues in the great American migrations of 

the 1920s, the city that gave the world Motown, the Stooges and MC5, adopted home of 

Funkadelic in the 1960s and 70s as well as the home of techno just to name a few.  But The 

Process are no ordinary rock band.  They take all of the influences of their city’s music 

history and fuse it with a deep and abiding love of reggae.  Band leader David Asher also 

runs a reggae sound system called Shaolin and hosts the monthly online On-U Sound radio 

show.   

My personal highlight on this album is ‘Return The Treasures’, a song that features singer 

Ghetto Priest and Lee ‘Scratch’ Perry with a top class sweet reggae mix from Adrian 

Sherwood.  The song addresses the treasures of Ethiopia held in Britain since their time in 

North East Africa in the nineteenth century, an issue raised regularly by Ras Seymour 

McLean (see feature in next month’s issue) as well as by the Ethiopian government.  The so-

called treasures of Magdala were taken from Ethiopia by British troops following a battle in 

1868 and include an 18 carat gold crown and many religiously significant ancient 

manuscripts as well as nine tabots (wooden altar slabs) which are deemed so holy that the 

British Museum has promised to never display them, although there was an exhibition of 

many of the other items at the British Museum just under 10 years ago.   

The album “Dub World” is an extensive dub reworking of their album ‘Who Is This Mad 

Band?’  There are songs on the ‘Dub World’ album that mark The Process out as a strong 

and powerful voice, one that takes in phuture dub, atmospheric electronica, funk and rock 

as well as more reggae.  A favourite of mine is ‘Magnetosphere’ which sounds like Style 

Scott’s Roots Radics stateside at RAS Records or an old production of Adrian Sherwood with 

its synth washes and cut up samples of cult writer William Burroughs.  The whole album 

features song titles that could be straight out of a classic Scientist album -  ‘Molecular 

Cloud’ which features a nyahbinghi heartbeat at its core and the echotastic dubbed out 

‘Dark Matter Shift’ being particular favourites.  Interestingly, The Process have had Scientist 

produce the ‘Fire Is Burning’ EP for them.  Another standout track is ‘Dear Mr Fantasy’, 

which is remixed by Oicho (an electronic dub nom de plume for David Harrow, who, in 

addition to his own varied career, played keyboards for Dub Syndicate and On-U Sound 

System), which has a great dubby bounce.   
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Ghetto Priest and David Asher (The Process) 

 

 

Lutan Fyah
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LUTAN  FYAH 

 

Top 10 

Can't Believe 

Woman Of Principle 

Spinning Wheel 

Vanity Fair 

Jah Is Living 

Save the Juvenile 

Just Another Spliff 

Destiny 

Never Get Enough 

Lonesome Soldier 
 
Lutan Fyah was  born Anthony Martin on 4th Dec 1975 in Spanish Town, Jamaica.  He 
grew up around music, and was influenced by his grandfather "Tamba" both 
musically and in terms of his African consciousness.  Such legends as Lieutenant 
Stitchie, Lady G, and Dennis Brown often passed by the house, where his grandfather 
ran a sound system. 
 
Initially he studied architecture at university and played professional football before 
focusing on music.  He began in 1999 on Buju's Gargamel label and worked with 
several producers.  His big break came when he went on tour as support for Jah 
Mason in 2001. Later in 2004 his debut album “Dem No Know Demselves” was 
released.  
 
He went on to work with producers such as Sly and Robbie, Sugar Minott, Don 
Corleon and Bobby Digital among others.  He was won international & world music 
awards for best artist and most consistent cultural artist.  Lutan Fyah continues to 
support the 'Youth Upliftment Programme' in Jamaica. 

Ali Zion 
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TRUE   PERSUADERS 
True Persuaders were a roots reggae group from Harbour View and Trench Town that 

recorded nowhere near enough music when they were going in the early 1980s.  The group, 

as far as I can find out, featured Courtney Edwards, Peter Seal, Jimmy Stanley and Sammy 

Melbourne.  There was some interest in repressing their material in the early 2000s when 2 

albums of overdubbed riddim tracks in a dubwise style were issued on Duplexity Records.  

Around the same time New York’s Forward Roots music repressed their first single ‘Natty 

Lead The Way’, a stirring uptempo call to arms.  Over the last year more music from True 

Persuaders has been appearing, including the singles ‘African Girl’, ‘Rootsman Skank’, 

‘Phone Line’ and ‘Economic Crisis’, all on the band’s own Writers Of Rastafari imprint via 

Jamwax Records.  Some of this is unreleased music making it out into the world for the first 

time and some, like the bouncing and infectious ‘Rootsman Skank’ (which also appears in 

dubwise form on the first of the ‘Old Box’ albums), are the group’s finest moments.  

‘Economic Crisis’ has one of those deep basslines where the dub side completely reworks 

the musical themes of the A side – proper sound system business.  And ‘Phone Line’, 

recorded with master drummer Sly Dunbar, has an early New York dancehall feel to it, with 

a dynamic sounding riddim.   

Dan-I 

 

 

Journalists & Writers Birthday Dubbing 

Amy Jacques Garvey - Celestine Edwards - William Nell - Henry Highland Garnet - Eric Walrond 
Sidney Adolphus Young 
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CORNERSTONEMUSIK 

Cornerstonemusik (Oxford UK) present two radio shows                                                                                                                          

Foundation Music Thursdays on Green Futures Festival Radio / 

Kingston Green Radio and Saturdays on Destiny 105. Every show 

offers support and airtime to 'outanational breakthrough artists / 

groups' from UK, Jamaica. USA, Africa and more along with wicked 

classics and rareities from the Cornerstonemusik vinyl vaults.    

RECOMMENDED  SELECTIONS  
 

With Christmas approaching followers / listeners have asked about some 
good music for listening to or for presents so check out these 
..........  
 

Skanking Sweet   

Chronixx (Single) 

 

                                 

        The Struggle Discontinues  

                                Damian Marley   

                 (Single)  
 

 

 

Never Fade Away  

I Taweh  

(Single) 

 

 

          

                                 Lion In The Jungle  

                                 Jah Cure  

                   (Single / Reggae Sax Riddim LP) 

                                   

                                  

Kings Highway  

Tom Laing (Single) 

 

                                                 

 

                                                 Can’t Blame The Youth  

                                         ‘12 year old’ Princess Culture 

                                         (Single on Sojo Music)                                                                     
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Kings of Reggae  

Suga Roy, Fireball Crew, Conrad Crystal plus guests 

(Album) 

 

 

 

                                                    Love and Unity  

                                                    Kelly R and Prince Theo  

                                       (Single) 

 

 

 

Friday Riddim  

Romain Virgo, Exco Levi etc 

 (EP) 

 

 

 

                                              Dub Play It Riddim  

                                              Anthony B, Mr Vegas etc  

                                              (Album) 

 

 

  

 

Hebrews Vol. 2  

David Judah & Various Artists  

(Album) 

 

 

  

               

        In the January issue of ‘The DUB’ our article will 

       include quotes from an upcoming interview on     

       FOUNDATION MUSIC with legendary Roots  

       Artist RAS MIDAS. 
 
 

       
 
 

For radio show requests, dedications etc send text to  
Foundation Music on +44 (0)781 3355448         

Destiny Saturday Session 0797 773 105 

www.cornerstonemusik.wikifoundry.com   

 

DJ Baps - Cornerstonemusik 
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CARLton  BARRETT 
17th December 1950 – 17 April 1987 

 

Along with his brother, bassie Aston ‘Family Man’ Barrett, Carlton Barrett was the other 

half of the Wailers’ powerhouse rhythm section.  Originally part of Lee Perry’s Upsetters 

band, drummer Carlton and Family Man joined The Wailers for their musical development 

stage at the Upsetter’s Black Ark studio, both staying for the rest of the band’s career.   
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PERILOUS TIME 

ANTHONY JOHNSON, b. Dec. 25th 1959 

It’s time to look at the work of singer Anthony Johnson in which the focus will be some of 

my favourite roots tunes of his.  

Anthony Johnson first came to attention as part of the vocal trio Mystic Eyes, also known as 

Mystic I and The Mystic.  In the late 1970s they recorded a number of tunes for producer 

Linval Thompson which were later released as an album titled “Mysterious” on Burning 

Sounds label.  The album bore no credits whatsoever other than for the producer, with no 

mention of the musicians, members of Mystic Eyes, recording engineer or studio, though 

this lack of information was far from uncommon in reggae at the time.  

The best known tune from the album was ‘Perilous Time’, released as a 12 inch single on 

Greensleeves in 1979 featuring a DJ cut by Trinity and a wicked dub on the B side.  An 

absolutely blistering piece of steppers, it was militant in the extreme both musically and 

lyrically – pure Shaka style.  In 1982 the same riddim was used for a solo tune by Anthony 

Johnson, ‘Know The Truth’ released as a 7 inch on Black Zodiac label. 

For reasons which remain unclear there seemed to be some overlap between the group 

and Anthony himself, with one track from the album ‘Life Is Not Easy’ also released under 

Anthony’s name on Strong Like Sampson 12 inch.  Another strong tune on a tough steppers 

riddim on which his voice alone features prominently, unlike most of the Mystic Eyes 

material where the full trio can be heard.  For reasons also unknown, selected tracks from 

the album were reissued under the name “Mystic I featuring Anthony Johnson” as “Perilous 

Times Showcase” on Anthony Johnson Music some years ago. 

‘Free Up The Ghetto Children’ from the album featured a full vocal mix complete with horns 

but a more sparse cut with a killer King Tubby’s dub that was never released was a dubplate 

play on Jah Shaka sound back in the day and was as heavyweight as they come. 

It wasn’t until I met Anthony in the early 2000s and recorded a few tunes with him that I 

discovered Mystic Eyes were the same group as The Mystic who recorded a few tunes for 

Lee Perry, ‘Forward With The Orthodox’ which was released on Upsetter 7” in 1978 being 

the most notable.  A heavily Nyabinghi influenced piece of sufferers bearing all the 

trademarks of the Black Ark sound, it featured the memorable line “Let’s forward with the 

orthodox and get rid of the income tax.” 
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Anthony’s relationship with producer Linval Thompson continued after Mystic Eyes as a 

number of solo tunes were released.  One favourite of mine from this period was ‘Mr Rich 

Man’, another wicked steppers tune with a heartfelt plea for social justice issued on Strong 

Like Sampson 12” in 1980.  Also from this era came a strong tune with lovers style lyrics but 

featuring a tough riddim bearing the sound of Deadley Headley on horns, ‘Just Call Me’, 

released on a UK Freedom Sounds 12 inch. 

As the music of Jamaica changed in the early 1980s with the introduction of the new 

Dancehall Style, Anthony rode to the forefront of this new style with his biggest hit 

‘Gunshot’, a plea for an end to the violence striking Jamaica on a 12” for producer Jah 

Thomas’s Midnight Rock label. 

1983 saw a tough roots tune ‘Dread Locks Fight’ released on Rusty International 12” 

featuring a Prince Hammer riddim.  In 1984 came another notable roots tune We Na Give 

Up riding an adaptation of Augustus Pablo’s ‘Earth Wind and Fire’ riddim and released on 

Rockers Forever 12 inch. 

Having lived in London for many years Anthony worked with a lot of producers both in the 

UK and Europe.  Amongst this body of work a tune called ‘Concentration’ released on 7” by 

Italian label Rupa Rupa is well worth checking. 

In 2014 French label Kingston Connexion issued a 10” titled ‘Africa’ produced by Prince 

Hammer and featuring Anthony riding Sugar Minott’s ‘Play Me Nah Play’ riddim.  Also from 

2014 came another fine tune produced by Prince Hammer on Tuff Scout 7” (the Tuff Scout 

label was featured in The Dub Issue 9) titled ‘We Rule’ which utilized Sugar Minott’s ‘Come 

Again’ riddim which had been a big play on Jah Shaka sound upon its release in 1986. 

Steve Mosco aka Jah Warrior 
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INDEPENDENCE DUB  
Libya (1951),  Kenya (1963) 

 

Antoine “Fats” Domino, Feb. 26 1928 – Oct. 24 2017 

There is an excellent documentary available on the life and music of Fats Domino 

called “The Big Beat: Fats Domino & The Birth of Rock n Roll”.  It includes interviews 

with Fats and the key musicians and producers he worked with throughout his life, 

including Dave Bartholomew, Cosimo Matassa, Fred Kemp and Frank Fields.   

As well as being one of the founding fathers of rock n roll, Fats Domino lit a blue 

touch paper in Jamaican dances too, as R&B was the staple of Jamaican sound 

systems in the 1950s and his sound in particular helped to kick start the next wave of 

music in Jamaica that would eventually become ska.  In Jamaica, he will always be 

remembered for one tune in particular – ‘Be My Guest’. 
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DUB  DIARY 
Jah Shaka Sound System – Caribbean Edge, 117 Bruce Grove, 

Tottenham, London N15 6UR– Fri. Dec. 15th 11pm-6am 

Birmingham Dub Club: Hytal Bosrah + Jah Lokko + Negus Dub 

Warrior (all on their own sound systems) – New Quantum Exhibition 

Centre, 77 Upper Trinity Street, Birmingham B9 4EG – Sat. Dec. 16th  

Ballistic Rootikal + Lord Ambassador + Makaya (all on their own 

sound systems) – UK Centre for Carnival Arts, 3 St. Mary’s Road, Luton 

LU1 3JA – Fri. Dec. 22nd 10pm-5am 

Dreadzone – O2, Cowley Road, Oxford OX4 – Fri. December 22nd  

Reading Dub Club: Ras Digby (Sir Jessus Sound) meets Jah Lion 

Movement – R.I.S.C./Global Café, 40 London Street, Reading RG1 4PS 

– Sat. Dec. 23rd 

Susan Cadogan & Mighty Leap Band + Desta*Nation + Skylarkin – 

The Bullingdon, 162 Cowley Road, Oxford OX4 1UE – Sun. Dec. 24th  

2 Icons Dub: Bob Marley & Dennis Brown Birthday Celebration – Live 

music from Ras Keith, Zaia, Jamatone, Toka, Mayor Lindsay & DJs 

Garvin Dan, Dan I, Tony Dread & Jah Paul – O2, Cowley Road, Oxford 

OX4 – Sat. January 28th 2018, 9pm-3am 

African Head Charge – O2 Academy Islington, London N1 0PS – Fri. 

30th Mar. 2018 

Horace Andy & Johnny Clarke – O2 Academy Islington, London N1 

0PS – Sun. 1st Apr. 2018  
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